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the a330neo is a fantastic aircraft and it has quickly become the aircraft that dominates the west coast of the u.s., while the 747-8 freighter is one of the best looking freighters in the fleet. the boeing 777 is a different beast altogether with its huge
size, but it is one of the best performers in the fleet. when you fly a boeing aircraft, you are dependent on the crew and the systems and systems engineers that have worked with the boeing airplane family for the last 50 years. there is not a single
engineer or technician from another airplane company that could walk into the cockpit and fly that airplane. with that said, there are "high performance" aircraft out there that are capable of being flown with little crew input. this is not the case with

the boeing 777. a bit of a mixed bag. this has certainly got a lot of the expected improvements and new technologies that the aviation industry has become so accustomed to and, in fact, they have finally been implemented. the drive and control
system is a great example of this. the 777 is a very smooth airplane with very little of the roughness usually associated with older aircraft. the new rudder pedals are one of the main contributing factors to this. although i do find it a bit disconcerting
when they do it and i know it is happening, but the system really helps to smooth out any random turbulence. my favorite thing about the 777 is the way the cockpit is laid out. not only does it have the best, most intuitive instrumentation, but the

layout is a testament to boeing designers. the 777 cockpit is laid out in a sort of triangle with the tail sticking off to the side. this allows the pilot to be above the wings, which is great from the perspective of protecting the pilots from lightning strikes
and allows a clear view out of the window. the layout also allows the pilot to be well out of the way of any weather that may be threatening. one of my other favorite parts of this is the ability to see through the glares of the windshield. as you may

know, the most common cause of airline delays and cancellations are caused by pilots not being able to see the aircraft in front of them. the glass on the 777 is a bit of a shocker. the glass in the 777 is two things. first, it is laminated. the wing
surfaces are smooth and the glass has a bit of give to it, making the glass on the 777 more than a little tough to see through. the second part is the ability to see through it. this is very rare. the trade-off of the smooth surfaces is that the glass on the
777 is not the brightest of stuff. that being said, when you fly at night, it is not hard to see, as you are in a fairly well lit area. if you are flying by the sun, the reflective surfaces of the aircraft combined with the sun and the windshield makes it hard to

see.
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the last item in figure 9 is the attitude indicator (v-shaped bar). the v-shaped bar indicates the aircrafts current attitude. the red line is the aircrafts current attitude. the green line is the attitude of the airplane when it is flying on a heading of 320 degrees. the v-shaped bar is pointing down when the
aircraft is flying in a nose up attitude, and pointing up when the aircraft is flying in a nose down attitude. the v-shaped bar is pointing in the direction that the aircraft is pointed, with the exception of when the pilot applies reverse thrust, and also when the aircraft is flying in a zero bank attitude. at

zero bank, the aircrafts nose is pointed in the direction of the intended flight path. if the pilot applies reverse thrust, the nose is turned toward the direction of flight, and the v-shaped bar points in the same direction, but at a much steeper angle. figure 10 shows the cockpit. notice the existence of a
great deal of green on this monitor. this is the g-meter, or the g-force meter. it is showing the pilot what the force is in the aircrafts tail section. the numbers represent g force, and are calculated by multiplying the tail's weight by the distance from the airplane's center of gravity to the airplane's tail.
figure 11 shows the controls. the controls are located in three places. they are on the yoke (see the next review), in the center console, and on the control column. the yoke is the control stick that is located in front of the pilot. it has three concentric knobs on it. the top knob is for the rudders. it is

here that the pilot can apply rudder to the left or right to make turns. the second knob is for the ailerons. this is for the ailerons, the airplane's flaps. the third knob is for the elevators. this is for the elevators, the airplane's flaps. 5ec8ef588b
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